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ABSTRUCT: This paper is to introduce the urban infrastructure development policies and strategies
in Kasukabe City utilizing its historical and cultural assets. The paper would also mention the City’s
main targets under the Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP) 2008-2017, through on-going urban
infrastructure development projects.

I.
1.

PROFILE OF KASUKABE CITY

Historical Background

Kasukabe City (the City), 35 kilometers north from
Tokyo, is situated at a center of the Kanto plain in the
eastern part of Saitama Prefecture (Map-1).
Nowadays, the City has been
well-known as a hometown of “Crayon
Shin-chan” (see left), a popular TV
animation character in Japan but also in
Asian/European countries.
During the Edo era (1603-1867),
the City kept its key post for both land
and water transport. The City prospered in business at the
Kasukabe-shuku, a wagon station town with inns and
hotels, of the Nikko-kaido which is one of five (5)
ancient major trunk-roads of Japan. Thus, you could fine
various temples/shrines as well as Japan’s traditional
storehouses with thick mortar walls in the City.
© Futaba-sha

2.

Map-1
Location of Kasukabe

Land/Population and Urbanization

Under processing of urbanization, migration into the three major metropolitan areas, including the City,
were intense during the high economic growth starting in the 1950s, but slowed down in the later 1970s, as
people settled in prefectural capital cities and medium-sized towns outside the three major metropolitan areas,
followed by the National government’s various decentralization policies.
The City’s total land area is currently about 66 square kilometers, merging neighboring 59 towns and
villages, so far. The population is about 241 thousand and its population density is about 37 persons per
square kilometer.
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Figure-2 shows four (4) types of
worldwide
megacities/secondary
cities,
classified by urban area and its density.
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Urban population of the City has
increased rapidly during the high economic
growth. Following this, compared with the
City’s total population, a share of the
population in the Densely Inhabited District,
or DID, which is the urban areas difined
under the National Sensus, increased from
19% in 1960 to 89% by 1995 (Figure-1).
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Actually the City is quite similar to the
group of Megacities in Europe including Paris
and London (Figure-2).
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Figure-1 Urbanization in the City

3.

Motorization in the City

The automobile became a virtual
stronghold in Japanese society with the
number of motor vehicles growing by
leaps and bounds from 3.4 million in
1960 to 79.4 million in Fevruary 2008,
while 132 thousand, or 0.55 car per
capita in average, in the City.
The number of households owning
more than one car has still increased.
Car-ownership ratio was noted to be
particularly higher in the rural region
where public transport service is not well
maintained.

Shifting to the environmentally friendly
transport has been an essential issue following a
recent steep rise in crude oil prices.
Modal shares of urban transport and car use in
several cities of Japan and France are shown in
Figure-3. Kasukabe and Showa areas of the City
belong to the group of “Metropoles &
Surroundings” as well as Tokyo and Paris.
Under the CDP 2008-2017, strategies shifting
to the more environmentally friendly transport
would be planned and gradually implemented.

Figure-3 Modal Shares
in Cities of Japan & France

City
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II. TRADITIONAL RESOURCES IN THE CITY
1.

Flower, Tree and Bird of the City

City`s official flower: Fuji (Wisteria)- Last Sunday of every April, the
“Fuji (wisteria) festival” is
hold at the Fuji-dori
(bourbard), which starts at
the Kasukabe station west
gate, and extends about one
(1) kilometer southwest.
1200-year-old Wisteria at Ushijima of the City
The fuji flowers flaunt their
beauty in season, hanging from shelf structures set up along the street.

Fuji-dori with Mayor Ishikawa
& Crayon Shin-chan
© KCG/Futaba-sha

City’s official tree: Kiri (Paulownia tomentosa)- Kiri is known as the “princess tree”. It was once
customary to plant a Paulownia tree when a baby girl was born, and then to make
it into a dresser as a wedding present when she got married. Kiri wood is very
light, fine-grained, soft, and warp-resistant and is used for the City’s traditional
handcrafts including Oshie-hagoita (Battledores), Kiri-tansu (Paulownia chest of
drawers), and Kiri-bako (Paulownia boxes).
City’s official bird: Yuri-kamome
(Black-headed Gull)- This bird is a small
gull, and is 38-44 centimeters long with a
94-105 centimeters wingspan.

You could see it at Oh-otoshi-furutonegawa
river and some other riversides of the City especially in winter season.
2.

Kasukabe Oshie-hagoita (Battledores)
The making of Oshie-hagoita is said to have begun in the
Edo era. It is developed from Oshie on Sagicho-hagoita which
were made by first pilling up Paris white, gold leaf was then put
onto this and finally a design was printed. During an evacuation
in the World War II, Oshie craftsmen from Asakusa came to live,
thus a producing center was formed.

Oshie-hagoita is made by a portrait artist first drawing a
figure, and an Oshie expert makes a copy of that, using thick
paper, which is then covered with cloth and nailed to a board,
thus they have the feeling of being three-dimensional objects.
3.

Kasukabe Kiri-tansu (Paulownia chest of drawers)

The making Tansu out of paulownia in the City is said to have begun at
the beginning of the Edo era, when some highly skilled craftsmen taking
part in the building of Nikko Toshogu Shrine, settled in Kasukabe. They
began to use paulownia trees to make articles of durable quality such as
Nagamochi (long chest), Sashimono (cabinet work) etc..
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Kiri-Tansu is known for the following distinctive features: their lightness, their impervious nature to
atmospheric moisture and the ease in which they can be made.
4.

Kasukabe Kiri-bako (Paulownia boxes)
Kiri-bako are said to have originated from the Kan’ei period
(1624-1644) of the Edo era. Some skilled craftsmen helping in the building
of Nikko Toshogu Shrine settled in Kasukabe and using the plentiful
abundance of paulownia, they began making a variety of small articles.
Paulownia wood is light and protects from the atmospheric moisture. It
can be used for many things, and so a variety of products are made from it,
such as Fumi-bako (document boxes), Kakejiku-bako (boxes for scrolls),
Kendai (reading stands) etc..

5.

Kasukabe Mugiwara-boshi (Straw hats)

Early in the Meiji era (1868-1911), farmers realized the value of
straw after harvesting the crop. Following a days work in the farm, they
started twisting and tying straw into “Sanada-ropes”. What began as an
additional income, turned soon into an independent industry.
In the early stages, the main product was just straw-hats for working
in the fields. Nowadays, leisure time plays a much more important role in
people’s lives, the demand for individually styled outdoor goods is
increasing. This trend shows modern shapes and colorful designs through
straw products.
Today, traditional and fashionable products like bags and accessories are lining the display-shelves.
These longstanding experiences and skills have been giving the City’s straw industry the cutting edge.
6.

Giant Kite and its Festival
The kite festival dates back to the year of 1841. A main purpose of the
festival is praying for success in the silkworm raising.

Since 1908, the “Giant kite
festival” takes place on the banks of
the
Edogawa
river
in
Nishi-Houshubana area of the City
on 3 and 5 May every year. Huge kites measuring up to 15meters long
with 11 meters in wide, which is as large as 100 tatamis, and weighing
800 kilograms, are set into the sky. You may see a spectacular view of
giant kites flying in the clear sky of early summer.

III. CURRENT STATUS OF SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CITY
1.

Metropolitan Area Outer Underground Discharge Channel for Disaster Protechtion
In June 2006, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourisme (MLIT) completed to
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construct the Metropolitan Area Outer Underground Discharge Channel (the Channel) in the City with cost
of about US$2.3 billion, or JP¥240 billion (US$1 = JP¥105).
In addition to improving ordinal
facilities which has been sequentially
progressed under the comprehensive
flood control program, another drastic
measure for flood prevention has been
strongly required to resolve the flooded
damage
in
the
Nakagawa
and
Yanasegawa river basins which are the
clinic flooded region in the Tokyo
metropolitan area. Consequently, MLIT
planned the underground river, the largest
giant flood control facility in the world, Picture-1 Water pressure controlled pool of the Channel, MLIT
as the outskirts of Tokyo metropolitan area diversion channel, and started its construction in 1993. A half of
the Channel was completed in June 2002, and started its operation (Picture-1, 2).
Picture-2 Underground Tunnel, MLIT
The Channel takes water into the 6.3 kilometer-long and 50
meter-depth underground tunnel in case of flooding at the five
(5) rivers, and drains water away into the Edogawa river with
ability of maximum 200 cubic-meters per second.
As a result
of completion
of the Channel,
a total amount
of damage has been decreased by one eighteen in the City.
For an example of economic impact, following a half
channel completion and starting its operation in June 2002,
the number of houses of condominiums/apartments
constructed in the City has increased by 2.8 times
(Figure-4).

(Cumulative Total)

Figure-4 Increase in House Construction
2.

Two Key Posts for Land Transport
In the City, there are two (2) important intersections in
terms of transport: (i) railways- Isesaki line and Noda line of
the Tobu Railway Co. Ltd.; (ii) National road (NR) No. 4
bypass and NR No. 16 both managed by MLIT (Map-2).
Tobu Isesaki railway line and NR No.4 bypass are both
radiant trunk-lines of rail and automobile from Tokyo, while
Tobu Noda railway line and NR No. 16 form ringed
trunk-lines in the middle of Tokyo Metropolitan Area.
An intersection for Tobu’s two (2) railways is situated at
the Kasukabe Railway Station (KRS), core of the City, while
Map-2 Two Key Posts
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another intersection of two (2) NR is at the Showa Inter-change (Showa I.C.), four (4) kilometers east from
the KRS, where commercial and physical distribution stations have recently been constructed.
You may go directly to Tokyo core areas within one (1) hour with Tobu’s Isesaki railway line through
Tokyo Metro’s Hanzo-mon line.

IV. URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
1.

CDP 2008-2017- A Grand Design For Urban & Rural Development

The City’s CDP 2008-2017 has
started in this April. A main goal of the
CDP is realizing “comfortable and
creative city (C.C.C.) harmonizing
people, nature, and industry”. Under the
main goal, we put seven objectives
comprising (i) better health and welfare;
(ii) safe and secured society; (iii)
improving urban infrastructure; (iv) better
education and advancing culture; (v)
developing industry and local economy;
(vi) community participation; and (vii)
reliable city government.
Among those, main strategies for
the third (3rd) objective above during the
Figure-5 Grand Design for Landuse & Infrastructure Dev.
1st phase (FY2008-2010) is to improve
two main cores, Central Commercial and Business District (CCBD) and Minami-Sakurai Station as a core
for the Showa Area, and to directly connect them through Fijitsuka-Komejima Highway and Minami-Sakurai
Highway where are under construction and to be completed by end-March 2011 (Figure-5).
2.

Grand Design for Improving CCBD

Improving the 100-hectare-CCBD around KRS is an essential issue under CDP in viewpoints of the
City’s core development, urban tourism, and riverfront improvement of the Oh-otoshi-furutonegawa river.
In this context, Urban Design Center, the affiliated organization of MLIT, has held the 10th design
competition 2007-2008 for urban core development subject to the City’s CCBD. Finally, 44 groups
submitted their works and seven
< Station Plaza >
< Birdview of KRS >
(7) were awarded on 11 July
2008. The following three (3)
pictures are the design prepared
by the group of Meiji University,
led by Ph.D. Professor Masami
KOBAYASHI, who obtained the
Kasukabe Mayor Special Award.
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Based mainly on the work of the Meiji
University, KCG would draw a grand design for
CCBD within two (2) years, followed by
implementing related projects.
During preparing the grand design, realizing
an environmentally friendly CCBD would be a
main theme, and appropriate measures be
proposed including CO2 reducing, setting
< Riverfront of Oh-otoshi-furutonegawa river >
pedestrian exclusive/prioritized zones, arranging
car parks, tree-planting, and reuse of sewage-disposal-water.
3.

Main Projects for CCBD under CDP 2008-2017
Some on-going or under planning projects are already listed in CDP 2008-2017 as follows:

Figure-6 Infrastructure Development in CCBD
Kasukabe 3A Urban Renewal
(Commerce & Residence)
(to be completed)

Eastside:
Traditional Area

LEGEND
Main Roads (MRs)
MRs (under construction)
MRs (to be constructed)
MRs (under planning)

CGS (under plannning)
Urban Renewal (UR)
Oh‐otoshi‐furutonegawa River

Water Front Dev.

Core Zone of CCBD
CCBD (100 ha)
Main Roads
(to be constructed)

Sta. Plazas Dev.
(under planning)

Urban Renewal Zone
(under planning)

Core Zone dev.
(pedestrian use
to be prioritized)
Resional Exchange Center
(under planning)

Continuous Grade Separation (CGS)
for Tobu Isesaki & Noda Lines (under planning)

Show‐Stage
(to be completed)

Main Road
(under construction)

CCBD
(100 ha)

Westside:
Modernized Area

City Hall

(A) On-going Projects
(i) Kasukabe 3A Urban Renewal Project (to be completed by March 2009)- Area: 29,200m2;
Implementing body: a cooperative composed of currently 10 right-holders; Goals: constructing
two (2) commercial and residential buildings; and
(ii) Outdoor Show-Stage Development Project (to be completed by November 2008)- Area: 60m2;
Implementing body: KCG; Goals: constructing one (1) outdoor show-stage for the Kasukabe Jazz
Day (Picture-3), held four (4) times a year, and other events.
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(B) Projects under Planning
(i) Continuous Grande Separation
(CGS) Project for Tobu Isesaki
& Noda Lines (its construction
to be started within a coupe of
years)- Implementing body:
Saitama Prefectural Gov.; Goals:
elevating Tobu’s two (2) lines for
about 1.5 kilometers long;
(ii) Core
Zone
DevelopmentImplementing body: KCG, etc.;
Goals: developing CGS related
Picture-3 View of Kasukabe Jazz Day (Westside)
infrastructure including vertically
crossing main roads, station plazas, etc.; and
(iii) Riverfront Development Project for Oh-otoshi-furutonegawa River- Implementing body: yet
determined; Goal: yet determined.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Under CDP 2008-2017, various projects would be implemented all over the City, and distribution,
industrial and commercial private companies be invited mainly around Showa I.C..
Picture-4 Saisho-in Temple

You may visit the City 10 years after and find a newly
constructed station and two (2) different faces of the City; traditional
one (Picture- 4, 5, 6) with renewed waterfront in the Eastside, and
modernized one in the Westside of KRS.
Especially in the Eastside, you could find various historical and
cultural assets such as temple/shrine/storehouse as well as handcraft
display and demonstration by craftsmen. Thus, urban infrastructure
development in the Eastside has been and will be implemented,
making full use of those assets.

Picture-5 A Storehouse

Picture-6 Craftsman’s Demo.

You may also join the “Kasukabe summer festival (KSF)”. On
the second weekend of July every year, KSF is held and more than
250 thousand tourists
come and see, or
some join and dance
during the festival
(Picture- 7).

Picture-7 View of KSF

We, Kasukabians,
all are waiting for
your
visit
to
Kasukabe!

